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February 6, 2018
Mr. John Keiling,

Dear Mr. Keiling;
The State Permit Modification clarifying and distinguishing how waste is counted should clearly be a
Class 2 Permit Modification. Counting physical waste versus counting total volume of an over pack,
including substantial amounts of air, to meet the requirements for a Hazardous Waste Unit are volume
counting processes for two very different purposes. The RCRA volume counting requirements for a
Hazardous Waste Unit are for that specific unit and for all practical purposes the number of units under
the Permit are unlimited and are intended to define the volume requirements of the unit. On the other
hand, the "waste" volume for WIPP, as clearly stated in the Land Withdrawa l Act, is a hard limit. That
"waste" volume can be clearly determined by the inner container volume in any over pack, and it is
routinely tracked by WIPP. In the PMR, pictures, schematics and volume difference calculations make it
clear what the differences are between counting air and counting the waste in the inner containers.
This dual counting process is not complicated or requires any technical difficulty. Everyone knows the
volume of every over pack and the volume of the inner containers.
Th is simple, uncomplicated, straight forward change in the PMR for dual counting meets every criteria
to be considered as a Class II modification.
It wou ld be tragic for waste at Los Alamos that meets the WIPP WAC to be left there because of WIPP
being considered "full" do our counting air as waste and losing one-th ird of the waste volume capacity
· ofWIPP.
This PMR shou ld be considered as a simple, straight forward change in counting to reflect the actual
volume of waste.
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VOLUME OF RECORD CALCULATION PMR
• STATE PERMIT FOR WIPP IS RCRA PERMIT lSOLID WASTE DISPOSAL FACILITYJ
• SOLID WASTE FACILITIES REQUIRE AVOLUME OF WASTE DETERMINATION
• OUTER MOST CONTAINER BECAME THE VOLUME OF RECORD FOR RCRA PROVISIONS
• LAND WITHDRAWAL CAPACITY OF 115,000 CU MREFERS TO THU WASTE CAPACITY
• THE CALCULATION OF RCRA VOLUME IS NOT THE SAME AS THE THU WASTE VOLUME
• THEREFORE, THE PMR CLARIFIES DIFFERENCE OF RCRA VS lWA CALCULATION
• THERE IS NO RCRA LIMIT WHEREAS THERE IS ATRU.WASTE LIMIT
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PIPE OVERPACKCOMPONENT
Primarily used for
shipping larger amounts
of fissile material ( <200g)
Outer volume: 208-liter
Inner volume: 50-liter
. . . 26,000 emplaced
Outer volume: 5,224 m3
Inner volume: 1,250 m3
Difference:
e-ln • ..ndard Pipe OVerpeok

3,974 m3

..
STANDARD WASTEBOX
Primarily used for overpacking 208-literdrums
Outer volume: 1.8 m3
Inner volume : 0. 8 m 3
(four 208-liter drums)
12,075 emplaced
Outer volume: 21, 735 m3
Inner volume:
9,660 m3
Difference:

12,075 m3
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TEN DRUM OVERPACK
Primarily used for overpacking 208-literdrums
Outer volume: 4.5 m3
Inner volume : 2.1 m3
(four 208-liter drums)
5,755 emplaced
Outer volume: 25, 897 m3
Inner volume: 11,510 m3
Difference:

14,387m3
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NON-WASTE VOLUMES FROM OVER-PACKING

14,387

25,897
SWB

21,735

9,660

12., 075

POC

5,224

1,250

3,974

CONTAINER Fill FACTOR ESTIMATES NON-WASTE VOLUME
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DAPPllCABlE TO DIRECT-lOADED CONTAINERS ONlY
0 31,800 M3 DIRECT lOADED CONTAINER VOLUME
DAVERIGE Fill FACTOR: 11',i,
D NON-WISTE VOlUME IAIR +BAG-OUT PlASTIC: 11,000 M3

AMWTPDRUMS FROM INl OPTIMIZE DISPOSAl SPACE
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100% filled with supercompacted 208-liter
thin-walled drum
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CONClUSIONS
o Volume counting for a Hazardous Waste Unit very different than actual TRU Waste
volume to meet Federal Land Withdrawal Act Limits
o Counting volume of a HWU for RCRA and the LWA TRU Waste Limits different
o Overpacks are for safety, transportation and handling purposes and NEVER
intended to reflect inner containers waste content
o As described, counting very simple. Volume differences very clear.
o Records are very complete to enable report
o The simplicity and ease of understanding defines this as a Class II PMR
o It would be a shame for Los Alamos," as an example, to lose access to WIPP because we
are counting air.
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CATHRYNN N. BROWN
Judiciary
Taxation & Revenue

R - Eddy
District 55
1814 North Guadalupe Street
Carlsbad, NM 88220
Phone: (575) 706-4420
E-mail: cath@cathrynnbrown.com
c.brown.nm55@gmail.com

March 7, 2018

Mr. Ricardo Maestas
New Mexico Environment Department
2905 Rodeo Park Drive East - Building 1
Santa Fe, NM 87505
RE: WIPP Volume of Record
Dear Mr. Maestas,
The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) is located within my legislative district, and I greatly
appreciate the important work that is accomplished there on a daily basis. By isolating
transuranic (TRU) nuclear waste from the environment permanently and securely, WIPP
serves the national interest. Congress specified a distinct mission and certain parameters
within which WIPP shall operate, including the placing of a limit on total waste volume.
Exactly how waste volume should be reckoned has been subject to debate and
interpretation, and officials to date have chosen to take the easy path and simply measure
by outer packaging. I think it's good that someone has finally "called the question," as this
presents an opportunity for the New Mexico Environment Department to use logic and
common sense to clarify what exactly "waste" volume means.
I strongly support the U.S. Department of Energy's application for a permit modification
clarifying that void space is not factually or technically TRU waste. Common sense tells us
that air is not transuranic waste; therefore, air should not be factored in waste volume.
Since historical data and records exist to differentiate between TRU waste and void space
(e.g., empty space occasioned by overpacking), it will not be hard to re-figure the actual
TRU waste volume at WIPP.
It is a good government measure and makes economic sense to redeem space at WIPP by
approving the requested Class 2 permit modification.

Sincerely,

Cathrynn Novich Brown

